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	Master the science of a well-crafted resume!


	You've worked hard for your college degree; now it's time to take that education and put it to work. Get an edge on the other job applicants with Resumes for Science Careers, a resource packed with expert advice on creating a concise, stylish resume that will instantly get you noticed.


	With this go-to guide you'll:

	
		Get access to nearly 100 sample resumes and cover letters
	
		Organize and draft your resume with the aid of helpful worksheets
	
		Discover the common elements in the most popular resume formats
	
		Learn to use vivid, active verbs in your resume
	
		Find out how to format and submit resumes electronically



	In today's job market, an effective, eye-catching resume is essential for success. With the help of Resumes for Science Careers you'll make a strong first impression and take a confident step toward landing the job of your dreams.


	FIND A CAREER AS A:


	Computer Programmer * Architectural Draftsman * Quality Control Specialist * Teacher * Science Editor * Nutritionist * Technical Writer * Product Engineer
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Managing Successful IT Outsourcing RelationshipsIRM Press, 2005
Even though the IT outsourcing market has grown tremendously over the past years, many organizations do not have a reflective understanding of the complex process of IT outsourcing. The process does affect both technological and business goals and activities, and companies must establish both strategies and structures adjusted to their degree of...
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MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-294): Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory InfrastructureMicrosoft Press, 2003
Welcome to MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-294): Planning, Implementing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory Infrastructure.
This kit introduces you to Windows Server 2003 Active Directory and prepares you to plan, configure, and administer your Active Directory infrastructure. You will learn to use Active...
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101 Tax Secrets for Canadians 2007: Smart Strategies That Can Save You ThousandsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
KEEP MORE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET AT TAX TIME AND SEND LESS OF IT TO THE GOVERNMENT.    

    Canadians love to hate taxes. For many, the biggest expense they face every year is their tax bill, and complaining about a huge tax bill is something of a national sport. But most Canadians have done little or nothing to reduce the income tax they...
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The Thyroid Sourcebook (5th Edition) (Sourcebooks)McGraw-Hill, 2008
The classic reference guide for  living with thyroid disorder--now completely revised and updated
The New York Times called this book "an excellent source of information." The Thyroid Sourcebook features patient narratives; information on the complications of hypo- and hyperthyroidism, such as...
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Perl Cookbook, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Find a Perl programmer, and you'll find a copy of Perl Cookbook nearby. Perl Cookbook is a comprehensive collection of problems, solutions, and practical examples for anyone programming in Perl.  The book contains hundreds of rigorously reviewed Perl "recipes" and thousands...
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Lonely Planet Israel & the Palestinian Territories (Country Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	“Since the dawn of history, Israel and the Palestinian Territories – at the intersection of Asia, Europe and Africa – have been a meeting point of empires, religions, cultures and cuisines.” – Daniel Robinson, Lonely Planet Writer

	

	Our Promise

	You can trust our travel information...
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